
Okavango Delta, Private concession adjacent to Chief's Island.

16 en-suite meru style tents, incl family tent & honeymoon tent. 

Water-based camp, game drives offered at low water levels.

Game & bird walks offered year round. Half/full day mokoro trips,

motorboat cruises, wilderness camping. Seasonal game drives.

Motorboat & mokoro primarily, land cruisers for game drives.

Guests arrive at Moremi Crossing via mokoro or motorboat.

Ntswi Airstrip is approximately 20 minute's flight on light-aircraft

from Maun, and 1 hour 30 minute's flight from Kasane, provided there

are no other stops along the way. 

Moremi Crossing, like all Kwando Safaris' camps, is proudly wifi-free

and network-free, offering you a pure safari experience.

Location:

Rooms:

Type: 

Activities:

   

Vessels:

Access:

Connectivity:  

MOREMI CROSSING
FACT SHEET



Located near the most southern part of Chief's Island, Moremi Crossing is situated

on a small palm fringed and treed island called Ntsiwi, which is surrounded by the

Moremi's game-rich seasonal floodplains.

On arrival, as you fly over the Delta, you can see the intricate twisting and turning

of the waterways and the ever-changing colours where dry land meets Delta. In

contrast to the northern Okavango Delta where the waters are fast-flowing and the

channels and view is enclosed by high reeds and papyrus, the channels around

Moremi Crossing offer far-reaching vistas of the Moremi's floodplains, grasslands,

and marginal woodlands interspersed with Mokolwane palm islands.

The central dining area houses a large open plan deck that has spectacular views

over the Boro River onto Chief's Island. This half-moon shaped area is built on

different levels to give a spacious feel. The dining room, bar and lounge is covered

by a large thatched roof that hugs the ancient riverene tree line. The whole camp is

shaded by magnificent Llala Palms, Giant Ebony, Mangosteen, Sausage and Giant

Fig trees.

Luxury accommodation in 16 meru-style tents, each with its own private wooden

deck and magical views over the Boro River on to Chief's Island. All tents are large

and air with en-suite bathrooms.

THE CAMP
MOREMI CROSSING

THE CAMP



Time slows down at Moremi Crossing, whilst on foot or silently moving through the

Delta's waterways on mokoro, in search of game. Through the provision of high

quality guiding serives and custom-made boats, Moremi Crossing offers a more

personalized wildlife experience. Activities on offer are half or full day mokoro trips

with game walks on Chief's Island, bush walks with picnic lunch, wilderness

camping, sunset motorboat cruises, and game drives in low-water.

For the more adventurous we offer wilderness camping. This involves packing up a

mokoro with camping equipment and going with a professional guide out into the

Delta for 1 or 2 nights. It is a magical experience and a good way to get close to the

birds and animals of the Delta.

Moremi Crossing combines simplicity with luxury and is a perfect place to unwind

and enjoy nature at its best, whether via boat cruises on the Boro River or from the

relaxed atmosphere of the camp's facilities.

Moremi Crossing being a water-based camp allows for the chance to view a wide

variety of animal and bird species, best viewed on our walks on Chief's Island. Lion,

leopard, wild dog, elephant, giraffe, zebra, buffalo, red lechwe and more have been

spotted on walks. On mokoro you have the opportunity to see water fowl like

African Jacana, African Fish Eagle, Malachite Kingfisher, or the rare Pel's Fishing

Owl. 
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Since this area normally receives floods last it contains some of the closest dry-

season watering points for the game that spreads out towards Nxai and

Makgadikgadi Pans during the rains. Around this, there is a high density of game in

the dry season but since quite a lot of the reserve is mopane woodlands (a favourite

location for animals during the rains and early dry season) good game viewing

is expected all year round.

This river system attracts a wide variety of game. Familiar favourites include:

Elephant, Buffalo, Giraffe, Kudu, Impala, Tsessebe, Hippo, Crocodile, Genet,

Honey Badger and a host of Plains Game. Rare Antelope breeds including Roan,

Sable & Eland, not normally seen in the Okavango region, occur here. As the

Gomoti is the main water source in the area, Lion, Leopard, Cheetah and Wild

Dog come down to the riverside to drink and hunt, of course! 

The locations and views are spectacular with the classic flooding of the Okavango

across the adjacent seasonal floodplains. For those keen on bird-watching, the

combination of the wetlands and the drier Acacia and Mopane veldt provide a

perfect habitat for a variety of aquatic species including Open Billed Storks,

Hammerkops, Egrets, Ibis and forest/savannah dwellers including Raptors, Shrikes,

Drongos, Sunbirds, Ground Hornbills and so on.
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